Uisge Beatha - Part 4
Cruise of West Coast of Scotland, July 4th – July 13th 2008
It was a rosy red sunrise over the island of Islay as Richard and I stood watch on the first day of
our fourth trip around the western islands of Scotland. I avoided recounting the old saw: “red
sky at night, sailor’s delight – read sky in the morning, sailor’s warning”; however there is more
than a grain of wisdom in some of the old lore and so it proved this time. Soon, we found
ourselves beating northwards in the teeth of a force six and a lumpy sea; if we managed to dodge
some of waves shipped over the bow, there was no avoiding the driving rain. Even in my bunk
there was no escape as the forehatch had sprung a leak. Furthermore, on starboard tack, some
water from the cockpit drained into the boat rather than back to where it had come from,
necessitating regular pumping of the bilges.

Sunrise Southwest of the Island of Islay
My objective for this trip was to sail to the Isle of Skye in one long offshore passage around the
outside of Islay; a calmer alternative was an inside passage, but the tides were not favourable.
This was an ambitious start to a 9-day cruise, but I had a strong crew who relished discovering
the Highlands; such a plan would also allow us to come back to Northern Ireland in short hops in
a more leisurely manner.

However, sailing trips seldom go according to plans hatched up around the kitchen table over a
glass of wine, and so it proved here1. There is only so much punishment four old codgers with a
love for whisky and no sea legs can take and so it was that we abandoned the “Skye in one hop”
idea and pulled into an old favourite of an anchorage - between the islands of Gometra and Ulva.
We told ourselves that this detour was to show Richard the wonderful island of Staffa but it was
really to dry out, have a decent meal and a good night’s sleep on an even keel.
The island of Ulva is joined to its much smaller neighbour of Gometra by a spit of land covered
at high tide. No island in the Hebrides is too small to have its kirk, although Gometra was too
small to have its own pastor even in its heyday. Visiting preachers had to know their tides and
the congregation were always able to terminate boring sermons with a phrase which has now
become a saying in these parts: “Hurry up Mr John, the channel is filling”.

David & Mac on the Foredeck in the Anchorage Between Gometra & Ulva
Anchoring in the natural harbour formed by Ulva & Gometra was a good decision. We still had
many miles of hard sailing to go to get to Skye, but refreshed and with newly-minted sea legs, it
was now almost enjoyable. It was a long beat to round the north eastern tip of the remotest of
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For details of the actual route taken see the map at the end of this article.

the islands of the Inner Hebrides, Tiree and Coll; but once these islands lay abeam we were able
to sail a direct course for Canna.
Canna is the smallest of the “Small Isles” which also include Eigg, Rhum and Muck. It
measures just 1mile by 5 miles with a handful of residents and no real shop, so we were
surprised to find the anchorage full of yachts. The reason for this is that Canna has the most
sheltered harbour in the Small Isles and is a popular stopping off point for yachts on passage
from the mainland to the Outer Hebrides.
Leaving Canna the next morning, we continued our beat into the teeth of a strong northerly wind.
As we closed on Skye we began to appreciate the very different scenery and character of the
Highlands: the rounded landscapes of the lowlands and Inner Hebrides has suddenly given way
to dramatic cliffs and towering peaks; waterfalls cascaded down near vertical mountainsides with
puffs of spray being blown horizontally by the wind; punctuating the cliffs were occasional
steep-sided valleys sheltering lonely and isolated houses.

Richard Helming – Skye in the Background
Skye looks like an old butterfly with tattered wings; the coastline has deeply indented lochs
which almost meet in the middle. One of these lochs is Loch Harport with an entrance on the
western seaboard of Skye. As we bore away into the Loch it welcomed us into its warm and

sheltered embrace and we relished sailing free in calm waters for the first time. The austere
grandeur of the exposed western coast gave way to verdant hillsides and signs of productive
human activity. The sun even came out making us feel almost light-headed. We were also in
time to tour the Talisker distillery. Life is seldom any sweeter.
Loch Harport is a beautiful place nestling under the lofty peaks of the Cuillen which boast some
20 Munros. It is popular with sailors yet in common with most of the Highlands and Islands it
makes almost no concessions to yachting. We had been hoping to pick up one of their 3 mooring
buoys (yes, only 3!), but they were all taken so we had to join the dozen or so yachts at anchor.
Nor was there any slipway, jetty or showers. But the primitive facilities somehow complement
the magnificent setting. Most importantly, though, it had a pub serving hot food.

Lock Harport – the Cuillin in the Background
Twenty years ago Richard had had a holiday on Skye and he recommended a detour to Loch
Scavaig en route to our next destination of Rhum. This, our first short hop down south, was
conducted in brilliant sunshine and no wind at all. Most people get to Lock Scavaig by ferry
from the town of Elgol on Skye; the attractions are a seal colony, a fresh water loch and some of
the most spectacular scenery you will find anywhere in the world. The approach to the
anchorage was tense since we had to avoid unmarked underwater rocks, but we passed within 10

metres of a seal colony, complete with mothers suckling their young. From the placid pool
which provided the anchorage we rowed ashore and then had a short walk up a shallow slope to
Loch Coruisk; in the words of the Rough Guide to the Scottish Highlands & Islands: “… this
needle like shaft of water, nearly 2 miles long but only a couple of hundred yards wide, lies in
the shadow of the highest peaks of the Black Cuillen, a wonderful overpowering landscape”.

Loch Scavaig on Skye – Gerona in the Middle
The sail to Loch Scresort on Rhum was perfect in every way with sun, a flat sea and a Force 3 on
the beam. Gerona, powered by its cutter rig, sliced through the water at over 6 knots. After
anchoring in the Loch we went ashore and were immediately attacked by swarms of midges –
the worst we have ever encountered in these parts. The island, with its own Cuillin, is managed
by Scottish National Heritage who employ most of the 30 inhabitants; amongst SNH’s many
achievements is the successful re-introduction of sea eagles, with a wing span greater than a
golden eagle.
Although we did not see any sea eagles, Rhum did have an interesting experience in store for us
in the form of Kinloch Castle built at enormous expense by Sir George Bullough (1870-1939),
the spendthrift son of a self-made millionaire. Although only visited by the owner and his highsociety friends for a few weeks in the “season”, Kinloch Castle employed a staff of 100 all year
round. Finished in 1900 it was a byword for modernity with its central heating, double glazing,

electricity (the first place in Scotland outside Glasgow) and internal telephone system (the first
private house in Scotland). It had 14 greenhouses, six domed palm houses filled with humming
birds and even heated pools with alligators. Fourteen men were employed to keep Rhum’s roads
raked in case Sir George & his chums felt like racing across the Island. Of course, Sir George
also had a 221 ft steam yacht on which he visited Rhum; this was put to good use during the
Boer War, when it was sent to South Africa as a hospital ship.
Sir George’s widow sold Rhum in 1957, having changed the Castle little since its Edwardian
heyday. The servants’ quarters of the Castle are now used as a hostel by the SNH, but the main
rooms continue to be a perfect example of Edwardian decadence. Peering through the windows
into the opulently furnished interiors makes you feel as if you are in a time warp: everything is as
it would have been over 100 years ago; it would not be surprising if Sir George and his friends
entered the salon and started playing cards; only some gently decaying soft furnishings betray
the passing of time.
It is possible to have a guided tour of Kinloch Castle, but we had missed the opening hours and
could not linger. So, next day, we sailed south for Tobermory on Mull. A concern I had when
beating up to Skye was that the northerly winds would change to southerly just in time for our
trip south. But our luck held and we had a following wind for the rest of our trip. Unfortunately,
we did lose the sun – but at least we had it, which is more than our families did down south.
Which is the most westerly point on the British mainland? Like a lot of people I used to think
Land’s End, but in fact it is Ardnamurchan Point, just north of Tobermory. On passing the
impressive lighthouse on the Point, we made the transition from Highlands to Lowlands. Having
sailed north of Ardnamurchan Point we were entitled, by local custom, to wear a piece of heather
on the pulpit.

Ardnamuchan Point
One unexpected difference sailing into the Highlands was the coastguard service. South of
Ardnamurchan Point we are served by Clyde Coastguard who are totally reliable and
professional. North of the Point, the Stornoway Coastguard service seemed to be a bit hit &
miss. We would religiously listen out for the four hourly inshore waters forecast, but there
would sometimes be no announcement on Channel 16 at the expected time. Sometimes, when
they did announce the channel for a forecast, we would switch to the appointed channel only to
hear nothing. It was all very odd.
Our pleasure at being back with Clyde Coastguard was tempered when they announced they
were to join a national strike and would not be issuing weather forecasts for 24 hours. They
were obviously in a truculent mood judging by the exchange we overheard between Clyde CG
and an officer on the cruise ship Alexander von Humboldt. One of the Cruise Ship’s tenders had
obviously collided with a leisure boat in Tobermory harbour and the Cruise Ship was trying to
contact the harbour master to make reparations. A rather officious sounding coastguard took
control of the VHF radio exchange. He emphatically informed the cruise ship the incident was
of no interest to the coastguard service, demanded to know why they were being involved and
then insisted they be kept informed! We felt rather sorry for the cruise ship’s officer who was
only trying to do the decent thing and had made no attempt to involve the Coastguard.

Mac Addressing the Haggis in Tobermory
From Tobermory we had an exciting sail to Carsaig Bay on the mainland of Scotland, opposite
the island of Jura. Exciting because when you enter the narrow Sound of Luing small islands
rush past at up to 9 knots and you only get one go at making sure you are in the correct channel!
From Carsaig Bay we finally made landfall in a place which we had desired to visit on our
previous cruises, but which we had never managed to get to – Ardminish Bay on the island of
Gigha. In a part of the world where de-population seems an ever present threat, Gigha presents a
contrary trend. Since it was bought by the islanders in 2002 for £4.2m the population of this 6
mile by 1 mile island has increased from 100 to 150. New houses have been built, past residents
are returning to the island and new businesses are re-locating. Gigha also boasts the Scotland’s
only community-owned and grid-connected windfarm, providing an annual income of £150,000.

Gerona at Anchor (not Aground!) in Carsaig Bay
Gigha is famous for Achamore Gardens, established by Sir James Horlicks, of hot-drinks fame.
We visited the gardens in gloriously sunny weather and followed this up with the best meal of
the trip in the Boathouse, by the pier in Ardminish Bay.
Our last stop was an anchorage on the island of Sanda, just off the southern tip of the Mull of
Kintyre. The normal anchorage is on the northern side of the island however, since the wind was
still in the north, we went to an anchorage on the little visited south side right by the stunning
Ship lighthouse built by Alan Stevenson. Mac & I rowed ashore to explore and were followed
by about 15 pairs of nostrils from the local seal colony. As we pulled the dinghy up the slipway
built to service the lighthouse, all 15 seals dived at exactly the same time on some signal of
which we were totally oblivious.

The Anchorage, Ardminish Bay, Gigha – the Kintyre in the Background
The Island was actually for sale for £3.2m due the divorce of its owners. For this sum you get 3
islands of 400 acres, a number of holiday cottages, a tavern, a harbour, a boathouse, a bird
sanctuary and a Site of Special Scientific Interest. Mac & I enjoyed a peaceful walk over the
Island to its northern harbour where most of the buildings shelter around the Byron Darnton
Tavern – named after the largest ship to be shipwrecked on the island. The Byron Darnton was a
7000 tonne liberty ship returning from its maiden voyage in 1946 when it grounded in thick fog;
all passengers and crew were rescued. We met the owner, who tried to sell us the island, in a
rather half-hearted fashion. He warned us about the anchorage we were in and then showed us a
weather forecast which had the wind swinging around to the south during the night – leaving us
anchored 100 yards from a lee shore.
We returned to a last wonderful meal, cooked by David and Richard, and then stood an anchor
watch for the rest of the night. Fortunately, the wind shift did not happen and we had a
wonderful reach all the way back to Glenarm.

The Ship Lighthouse, Nudged by the Elephant Rock, Sanda (Gerona first on left)
Our fourth trip around the Scottish Islands was also our longest. We clocked up 363 nautical
miles, nearly all under sail. We only spent one night on a pontoon, all other nights were spent in
uncrowded anchorages – apart from one overnight sail. Once again we had better weather than
down south. As always, the scenery was wonderful and the whisky delicious. As on the other
trips, the Islands were full of interest and, often, surprises – such as Kinloch Castle on Rhum.

The Route of Gerona – 4th – 13th July 2008

